Host Renee says:
<><><><> Resume Callisto Mission <><><><>
Robert says:
::on the bridge::
CEO_Klord says:
::In transport roon at moniture::
CTacMizzi says:
::on bridge standing near the science station, watching the two Romulan warbirds decloak with the Lionel on the viewscreen::
CMO_Revee says:
:: in sick bay::
TO_Jexta says:
:: On the bridge.. Locking on the Romulan ::
CO_Rommie says:
@::on Romulan Bridge, analyzing sensors data::
CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* I take it our away mission is canciled?
OPS_Sarak says:
Mizzi: Any other star fleet vessel in the area?
OPS_Sarak says:
*Klord*: Yes unless you know a way to take out two warbirds without them doing damage to us
CTacMizzi says:
::grinds teeth and looks at sensor readings::
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac Officer: Lock onto that Federation vessel, but do not fire yet!
CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* I believe I will head to main Eng.
OPS_Sarak says:
All:Stauts report
OPS_Sarak says:
*Klord*: good idea
CTacMizzi says:
::makes some scans...::  Sarak:  No other Starfleet ships in the area.
TO_Jexta says:
Sarak: Two Romulans Warship are locking on us sir..
CTacMizzi says:
::glanes over at Jexta to see how he's doing at Tac::
OPS_Sarak says:
Jexta: return the fav
TO_Jexta says:
Sarak: The Lionel is standing behind them..  ... Already done sir..
CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak*::running down corridor:: all systems are at 100%
CTacMizzi says:
::looks back at the science sensor display::
CO_Rommie says:
@Flight Control Officer: Keep us between the Lionel and the Federation vessel....
CTacMizzi says:
::begins scanning the warbirds/Lionel's shields::
CO_Rommie says:
@<FCO>CO: Aye sir....
OPS_Sarak says:
::runs the odds of them beating two warbirds::
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Sensors pick up transport between Lionel and Warbird
CEO_Klord says:
::arrives in Eng. sets console to auto transmit from bridge::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Advise Security Team Beta to be ready ::
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: prepare the cloaking device, I have an idea.....
OPS_Sarak says:
::opens a channel to the warbirds::
CTacMizzi says:
Sarak:  Romulans shield srength is at maximum efficiency;  the Lionel still has damage to their shields.
TO_Jexta says:
Sarak: Sir.. the ROmulan are beaming something from the Lionel.. I recommand we interfer with their transport..
TO_Jexta says:
Sarak: And hail them..
OPS_Sarak says:
COM:Warbirds: This is the USS Callisto, Sarak in command You have breach the netural Zone
OPS_Sarak says:
Jetxa:jam it
TO_Jexta says:
:: Try to jam the Transporter Signal ::
CO_Rommie says:
@COM *Callisto*: We found it neccesary to protect our freighters.....
OPS_Sarak says:
Mizzi: find out where that fireghter is registered
CEO_Klord says:
::prepairs extra torpedos::*Tac* Mizzi: we have quantum torpedos at the ready sir
CO_Rommie says:
@TAC: Fire a warning shot just across their bow....
CO_Rommie says:
@<TAC> CO: aye sir, firing
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Without warning, one of the Warbirds fires phasers at the Callisto
CTacMizzi says:
::still at Science::
Host Renee (Torpedo.wav)
TO_Jexta says:
:: feel rumble ::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Check Shield Status and prepare to fire back ::
CO_Rommie says:
@::wonders if that got their attention::
CSO_Wendy says:
::enters TL:: Bridge
CTacMizzi says:
Sarak:  I'll have to call it back up on LCARS, but I distinctly remember seeing them...  ::stumbles::
CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* shields holding
CTacMizzi says:
*Klord*  We have our hands full....  thanks!
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Warbird fires at the Callisto again
CMO_Revee says:
:: looks towards bridge as rumble settles::
CTacMizzi says:
Jexta:  You should have Quantum torpedoes.  ::steadies self::
OPS_Sarak says:
Tac: return fire
Host Renee says:
<Computer> Thieldth down to theventh perthent
TO_Jexta says:
:: feel another Rumble, Fire Quantum ::
CMO_Revee says:
:: wonders what is going on up there::
CSO_Wendy says:
::exits TL onto bridge ... lurches slightly with the impact::
OPS_Sarak says:
::wonders when the captain will recover from his flu::
TO_Jexta  (Quantum Torpedoes  FIRE!.wav)
CTacMizzi says:
::concertrating on the science display::
CSO_Wendy says:
::walks over to Mizzi at Science one::
CTacMizzi says:
::working furiously to find a way to penetrate their shields::
TO_Jexta says:
:: See that Wendy arrived ::
CSO_Wendy says:
Mizzi: Can I help?
CEO_Klord says:
::checks computer and recalibrates quickly::
CO_Rommie says:
@::shakes a little::
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: Fire again!  Disable their warp drive and weapons!
TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: I think you should take over sir.. I'm gonna go to Tac Console II
OPS_Sarak says:
::notices wendway arrives and which the captain whould show up next
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Warbird fires on warp nacelles
CTacMizzi says:
Bridge:  I think they've beamed over the weapons off of the Lionel
TO_Jexta says:
:: Feel a big rumble::
Host Renee says:
<of the Callisto>
CTacMizzi says:
::nods to wendyway...  relieves Jexta::
OPS_Sarak says:
helm:evasive manunvers
CEO_Klord says:
::rotates shield frequency::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Check Weapon statues ::
CSO_Wendy says:
::takes place at Science One::
CTacMizzi says:
::adjusts tac displays to personalized settings::
CMO_Revee says:
:: braces herself against biobed:::
OPS_Sarak says:
<FCO>::sends the ship into a dive::
CO_Rommie says:
@<TAC>::checks sensor data on the weapons::
CSO_Wendy says:
::adjusts controls and  monitors warbird activity::
CTacMizzi says:
Jexta:  Work with Klord to make sure our sihleds will hold.  ::braces himself against the tac console::
CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* shield up to 85%
Winston says:
::: leaves quaterrs:::::
CTacMizzi says:
::fires phasers at one of the Romulan ships while firing three photon torpedoes at the second Rom Ship::
LugNut says:
Bill, having difficulties getting into the game room?
TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: Aye sir.. :: move over Klord and try to see if he can do anything to help ::
OPS_Sarak says:
Mizzi: Disbale thuswarbirds or destory then even
Host Renee says:
ACTION: The Lionel 'cloaks' again. The two Warbirds remain, exchanging weaons fire with the Callisto
Winston says:
::::: enters bridge:::::
CTacMizzi says:
All:  The Lionel is cloaking!  We need to lock onto their warp signature before we lose them.
OPS_Sarak says:
::Notices that captain on the bridge::
Winston says:
acting CO: update the situation
TO_Jexta says:
:: Try to locate a weak point on the Romulan Warbird.. see the captain arrive ::
CO_Rommie says:
@COM*Callisto*: Are you ready  to surrender yet? We will deposit your crew at a nearby Starbase if you give up now
CTacMizzi says:
::continues firing on the Romulan ships::
CSO_Wendy says:
::tries to get a lock on the Lionel's warp signature::
CEO_Klord says:
*Wendyway* track the Lionell with a scan for Trilithium residue
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  I recommend a retreat.  We don't have much of a chance against two Romulan warbirds.
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: We are engaged in battle with two warbirds
TO_Jexta says:
Mizzi: There is weak spot in the structure near their Forward Torpedoe laucher.. I suggest we aim there ..
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: we still have to recover the weapons
CTacMizzi says:
::contiues to fire phasers and photon torpedoes::
CSO_Wendy says:
*Klord* I'm already on it...
Winston says:
Sarak: are the WB cloaked?
OPS_Sarak says:
CO:its possible the weapons are on board one of the warbirds
OPS_Sarak says:
::heads for ops::
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: I have an idea, engage the cloaking device!
Winston says:
Wendyway: begin scanning for any trace of odd power signatures.
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Warbirds cloak
CSO_Wendy says:
::scans for trilithium to try and track the Lionel::
TO_Jexta says:
:: See the warbird Cloak ::
CSO_Wendy says:
Winston: aye, sir
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: they just did
CTacMizzi says:
::listens to Jexta and aims for the forward torpedo launcher::
Winston says:
Mizzi: how are the sheilds and weapons holding
CTacMizzi says:
::contniues firing seeing that they're cloaking::
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: coordinate with the other Warbird, order them to decloak and "bore" a hole into the Callisto's shields
CO_Rommie says:
@::feels the ship shake as they take hits as they cloak::
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  Weapons are online...  Shields are down to....  ::looks at display::  80%
OPS_Sarak says:
::reroutes power to import systems::
CO_Rommie says:
@<Tac> CO: aye sir.... ::contacts the other Warbird::
Winston says:
Sarak: bring more power to the shields.
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  Forward phaser array has minor damage.  Damage control teams have already been assigned.
Winston says:
*klord*  status?
CO_Rommie says:
@<Tac> ::orders the other Warbird to decloak and continue firing on the Callisto::
Winston says:
Mizzi: excellent.
OPS_Sarak says:
::increase power to the shields::
CEO_Klord says:
::working on fore phaser aray::
CTacMizzi says:
::looks over at Wendyway::  Did you get a lock on the Lionel's warp signature?
Host Renee says:
ACTION: One Warbird decloaks
Winston says:
Mizzi: any prisoners from the merchant ship?
CMO_Revee says:
::: notices power fluctuations in Sickbay::
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  None sir.
CO_Rommie says:
@<CO> ::waits for the other Warbird to begin firing::
TO_Jexta says:
:: See the Warbird decloak as he's about to leave the bridge ::
CEO_Klord says:
*CO* shields are holding for now but we cant keep taking this kind of beating for long
Winston says:
*klord* understoof
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Warbird fires torpedoes at the Callisto.
Winston says:
All: evasice manucers
TO_Jexta says:
:: As he's heading toward Foward Phaser array he feels a rumble ::
Winston says:
Mizzi: continue a barrage of fire on the WB cloacking and weapons system
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Warbird fires nonstop weapons at the Callisto ... hull integrity reaches critical levels on several decks
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  Warbird declo...  it's firing torpedoes at us!
Winston says:
Wendyway: continue looking for traces of the trilithium weapons
CSO_Wendy says:
Mizzi: I'm reading faint trilithium and am trying to get a lock
TO_Jexta says:
:: Arrive in FPA and see that Klord is in Engineering .. Head back to TL and try to think of a plan to get them out of there.. ::
CEO_Klord says:
::details a crew to relaod quantum torpedos::
CSO_Wendy says:
Winston: aye, sir
CTacMizzi says:
::continues firing... hoping that Klord will register a complaint with the CO about the damage the ship is taking::
CSO_Wendy says:
::adjusts the sensors ... narrows the bandwidth::
TO_Jexta says:
:: TL Stop on Deck 20 ::
Winston says:
sarak: begin diverting non-essential decks power to needed systems and evac those decsks
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  Sir... we've got a lock on the Lionel's warp trail...  we're taking damage to the hull...
OPS_Sarak says:
::sure gald the captain bad, atleast i will not go on record as be the one that lost the ship::
CTacMizzi says:
::shakes with the latest barrage::
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: aye sir
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: prepare an iso-tronic explosive, prepare to transport it aboard the Callsito as soon as a hole in their shields develop
TO_Jexta says:
:: Get out of TL and heard the evacuation alert there is a hull breach in progress nearby ::
Host Renee says:
ACTION :With the continued weapons fire from the Callisto, the decloaked Warbird explodes in a brilliant burst of light. Shock waves rattle the Callisto
Winston says:
::: getting nervous bout the ship and crew's future:::::
CEO_Klord says:
*Tac* Mizzi foreward Phasors are now functional
Winston says:
all: brace for impact
Winston says:
: grabs hold of chair::::
CTacMizzi says:
*Klord*  Thank you!
CSO_Wendy says:
::grips console::
OPS_Sarak says:
::brace for impactLL
CO_Rommie says:
@::sees the Warbird explode..... sigh::
CMO_Revee says:
:::braces agains cabinets:::
OPS_Sarak says:
::wonders who they manged to destory one warbird::
Winston says:
wednyway: any trqaces of trilithium from that explosion?
CEO_Klord  (Explode !.wav)
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Shock waves rumble thru the Callisto. Crew is rattled about
CTacMizzi says:
::sees diaply flicker..  heart almost stops... thinking the display will explode::
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: Decloak before they detect us! Full shields, lock on weapons!
TO_Jexta says:
*Sec Team Beta IV*: Head toward Deck 20.. there is a Hole Breach in progress.. we need to evacuate those people.. ::Feel the waves hitting the ship ::
CSO_Wendy says:
::scans the debris for traces of trilithium::
OPS_Sarak says:
::watchs as the FCO falls to the deck::
CMO_Revee says:
:::falls to floor:::
CTacMizzi says:
::thrown around...  severely injuring his already injured arm in the process::
Winston says:
Mizzi: get a barrage of fire on that other ship. target weapons and cloaking,  use light torps if you need to
OPS_Sarak says:
::reroutes fco to his station::
OPS_Sarak says:
*CMO*: We need a med team on the bridge
CEO_Klord says:
::rolls accross floor swearing fiolently about damage to his girl::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Show the people exit to get out of Deck 20..::
CTacMizzi says:
::ends up near the TL doors::
Winston says:
sarak: get us max firing distance from that WB. but keep us in range
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: I have slaved helm controls to my stations::
CSO_Wendy says:
Winston: negative, sir. There is no trilithium in the debris
OPS_Sarak says:
CO:" aye sir
Winston says:
Sarak: good.
CMO_Revee says:
:::grabs med kit and runs for turbo lift:::
OPS_Sarak says:
::those as the captain orders::
Winston says:
*klord* status!
CTacMizzi says:
gahhh...  ::holds arm... and hold back the curses::
CMO_Revee says:
:::hopes turbo lifts are functioning::
Winston says:
Wendyway: continue looking for the trilithium and try to find a way to uncloak that ship.  anything in the puter?
Host Renee says:
<Computer> Thieldth are at critical levelth.
CTacMizzi says:
::scrambles back to his feet and gets back to his post... grinding his teeth::
TO_Jexta says:
*Bridge*: There is a hole Breach in progress on deck 20.. I recommand full evacuation of the area right now.. there is also a few casualties.. !
CEO_Klord says:
*CO* we are loosing stucteral integrity on decks 8 thu 20 I'm on it now
CO_Rommie says:
@<TAC> ::decloaks and begins firing on the Callsito
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Injury and damage reports begin coming in from all over the ship
Winston says:
sarak: divert any excess power to the shields and
CO_Rommie says:
<Callisto>
CMO_Revee says:
::enters bridge and stops to look around at debris::
CMO_Revee says:
:: heads towards Lt. Mizzi::
Winston says:
Sarak:  status of mpuse and warp systems?
TO_Jexta says:
:: See a young officer on the ground.. injured.. ::
CEO_Klord says:
::increeses structural integrity and closes off decks 12 and13::
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  Sir we're taking heavy casaulties...  we need to leave... NOW
OPS_Sarak says:
::checks on status of impules and warp::
CSO_Wendy says:
::monitors the warbird::
Winston says:
sarak: whats te status of the impusle and warp systems?
TO_Jexta says:
*CMO*: Jexta to Revee.. we need help on deck 20.. it's emergency..
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: I agree sir
CMO_Revee says:
::: reaches Lt. Mizzi with medical tricorder already out::
CTacMizzi says:
Revee:  Not now!  I'm fine...  ::muttes and focuses his anger towards the battle at hand::
CEO_Klord says:
*CO* damit sir we canna take much more of this!!!!
CTacMizzi says:
<mutters>
Winston says:
sarak: get us out!
CO_Rommie says:
@COM*Callisto*: Are you ready to surrender  now?  My offer still stands
OPS_Sarak says:
::plost a course out of there best possible speed::
Winston says:
mizzi: co9ntine firing untril we arent in range
CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* we have warp capasity at 75%
TO_Jexta says:
*Sec Team Beta*: To all the Officers in security team beta .. Help the Medical team and evacuate the area where there is a hull breach in progress .. Standard measure..
Winston says:
Mizzi: get teams readyt we might have borders.
TO_Jexta says:
:: Check the pulse of the young officer.. see that he's almost death.. ::
CSO_Wendy says:
::continues searching for the Lionel... boosts power to the upper bandwidths of the sensor array::
OPS_Sarak says:
Jexta:Inform me as the decks clear i turn off power to thuse decks::
CTacMizzi says:
::continues firing on the warbird... wondering if doctors will ever leave him alone::
CMO_Revee says:
:: ignores Lt. Mizzi's growls and uses the dermal regenerator to repair  re-injury to left arm:::
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: coordinate a boarding party, but NO killing! I want these prisoners alive!
TO_Jexta says:
*Sarak*: aye sir..
TO_Jexta says:
*Revee*: Jexta to Revee.. did you heard me ? We got massive injured and Casualties on deck 20..
CTacMizzi says:
::slaps badge with sore arm and yelps::  *Jexta* Prepare security procedures for boarding.
OPS_Sarak says:
::wonders why the doctor is messing with the CTO when the FCO is dying::
CMO_Revee says:
:::snarles back at Lt. Mizzi and l heads towards FCO::
CEO_Klord says:
::increases shield strength to 50%
OPS_Sarak says:
<FCO>::bleeding to death::
TO_Jexta says:
*Mizzi*: Aye sir.. *Sec Team Gamma*: To all the Officer in Sec Team Gamma.. prepare for boarding..
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: Maybe we should ram them the next time they decloak
Winston says:
sarak: contiue getting us out of friing range of that WB
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: aye sir
Winston says:
Mizzi: contatct SF.  appraise them of the situation
CO_Rommie says:
COM *Callisto*: You DO know it is fairly rude to ignore me..... I WILL kill your entire crew unless you surrender now
CTacMizzi says:
::looks at Revee::  You growled at ME?  ::shakes head and obeys the CO's orders::
CEO_Klord says:
::trys to balance the damaged warp nacel by reducing power to undamaged nacel::
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  Aye sir.  ::hails the nearest subspace relay and transmits a message for Starfleet::
Winston says:
<com>  WB:  I will not surrender to a bunch of Dominion collaborators
CSO_Wendy says:
Winston: I have a lock on the Lionel... plotting its course now ... would you like me to transfer the data to the helm?
OPS_Sarak says:
<FCO>::Still bleeding with 40% of his blood out side his body::
CEO_Klord says:
::grows at console and details a team to the warp nacel::
Winston says:
Mizzi:  what is the possiblity of getting one of our teams on that WB to cause some trouble?"
CMO_Revee says:
*Medical Team* Go to deck 20 and treat injuries there
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Lionel decloaks off starboard
CO_Rommie says:
COM *Callisto*: Ooh, that stung Captain, but seriously, if you wish to live, you have now choice
TO_Jexta says:
<Sec Team Beta>: *Mizzi*:Evacuation of damage deck  have been done.. there is only deck 20 section 2 left sir..
CO_Rommie says:
<now = no>
TO_Jexta says:
:: Try to pull the injured out of the area as the medical team arrived ::
CSO_Wendy says:
::guesses that following the Lionel is no longer necessary::
TO_Jexta says:
*Sarak*: Jexta to Sarak.. Evacuation is all done on deck 20.. you might shut down the power in the area..
TO_Jexta says:
<may>
CMO_Revee says:
::stops blood loss of FCO::
CEO_Klord says:
<repaire crew> damage to port nacel is minor and we should have it repaired in 75 sec
TO_Jexta says:
:: With the help of Med Team bring injured to sickbay ::
OPS_Sarak says:
::shuts off power to deck 20::*Jexta*:Acknowledge
Winston says:
Mizzi: can we get a team on that WB to cuase it some trouble?
CMO_Revee says:
*Medical Team #2*  transport FCO to sick bay for immediate transfusion
CTacMizzi says:
::not feeling too great...  feels a little woozy...  tries to get his thoughts back in order::
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Warbird fires a vicious volley of torpedos at the Callisto. Shields go offline.
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: Fire everything you have at them!
Winston says:
*klord*  do we haVE WARP?!?!
TO_Jexta says:
<Sec Team Gamma>:*Mizzi*: Sec team Gamma Ready for boarding..
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: We'll teach them to insult the Romulan Star Empire
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  uhh...  I don't know...  ::focuses on display...  fires phasers once or twice::
CEO_Klord says:
<repair crew> ::replaces power conduits and diverst power to secondary couplings::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Feel  a big rumble ::
OPS_Sarak says:
::trys to reroute power to shields::
Winston says:
sarak: bring shields online! and keep retreating
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Transport is detected from both the Lionel and Warbird. Romulans appear all over the ship and begin hand to hand combat
CEO_Klord says:
<repair crew> try it now sir
CO_Rommie says:
@<TAC> CO: Their shields are now offline.......
Winston says:
mizzi: seal off ENG and the bridge
CEO_Klord says:
::reboots main engins::
CTacMizzi says:
CO:  we've lost shields...  ::is really faint...  his stubborness is the only thing that keeps him on his feet::
OPS_Sarak says:
::Under his breath::self: next he want me to end the Dominion war
CEO_Klord says:
*CO* aye sir we have warp power
TO_Jexta says:
Med Officer:  Shield must be down.. there are gonna beam in.. Preapare for more casualties.. ::Get out of Sickbay quickly and prepare phaser::
Winston says:
Sarak: nope just what ive asked you to do
TO_Jexta  (Intruder Alert.wav)
Winston says:
Sarak: warp out of here we will deal with the borders
CTacMizzi says:
::mumbles::  where are those damn doctors when you need them....  ::braces himself against the tactical display::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Hears the Intruder alert signal ::
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: We can not warp
Winston says:
sarak: klord said I have wapr!
TO_Jexta says:
*Security Team*: To all team Intruder procedure Alpha Now..
OPS_Sarak says:
CO: we have warp but it will tear the ship apart
CMO_Revee says:
:: returns attention to Lt. Mizzi::
Winston says:
::: grabs phasers and sets to kill::::::
CO_Rommie says:
@Tac: lock onto them with a tractor beam.....
CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* we have repaired the damage to the port nacel
CSO_Wendy says:
::grabs phaser from bridge locker... hands out phasers to the rest of the bridge crew::
TO_Jexta says:
<::Sec Team Beta III Arrived in Engineering ::>
CO_Rommie says:
@::pushes a few buttons and transports aboard the Bridge of the Callsito::
Host Renee says:
<Romulan> ::leaps up and sneers at Wendyway, pulls a phaser and fires at her::
OPS_Sarak says:
*Klord*: what about the SFI the hull can not handle the stress
CTacMizzi says:
::gets clocked by a Romulan...  is knocked out...  hits the floor...  face first::
CEO_Klord says:
::sees sec arrive::
TO_Jexta says:
:: head Toward Engineering ::
Winston says:
:::: noitvces transport and aims at the transporet:::::
OPS_Sarak says:
::jabs the romulan behind with his elbow::
TO_Jexta says:
:: think back and head toward the bridge ::
CSO_Wendy says:
::ducks and rolls ... comes up firing at the Rommie::
Winston says:
: waits::::
TO_Jexta says:
<:: Sec Team Beta IV arrived on The bridge and attack the romulan ::>
OPS_Sarak says:
::in romulan::romulan:You mom wears a dress
CMO_Revee says:
::stays low ducking behind console::
CEO_Klord says:
*Sarak* I know my girl, she can handle it for about 10 minuts shell be fine...just doit
Winston says:
::: fires at the now apprearing Romulan:::::
CTacMizzi says:
::in dream-land....  thoughts drifts back to Adele...::
CO_Rommie says:
::Fires disruptor (set to stun only) at Sarak::
Winston says:
*klord* how are you holding in ENG?
Host Renee says:
<Romulan> ::takes fatal phaser hit from Wendy::
OPS_Sarak says:
::hits the warp buttton as he gets stunned::
Winston says:
mizzi: report
OPS_Sarak  (Warp.wav)
TO_Jexta says:
<:: Sec Team Beta IV on the bridge shoots at the Romulans ::>
Winston says:
:::: begins firing phaser at any romulan on my bridge:::::
CEO_Klord says:
*CO* no intruders have breached the defenses yet
CSO_Wendy says:
::grins grimly as she watches the Rommie go down.. turns and fires at the other intruders::
OPS_Sarak says:
::slump over the controls with the ship in warp::
TO_Jexta says:
:: See a Romulan and shoot at him ::
CO_Rommie says:
::fires disruptor right at the Captain::
Winston says:
*klord* be ready i might transfer command to ENG if its not been comprimised
TO_Jexta  (PhaserRifle.wav)
CMO_Revee says:
:::crawls towards downed Lt. Mizzi keeping low behind console:::
Winston says:
:::dives behind the BIG CHAIR:::::
CEO_Klord says:
*CO* acknowleded
Winston says:
*jexta* status
TO_Jexta says:
:: Enters Acces Tunnel 4 to the Captain RR ::
TO_Jexta says:
*CO*: All security Team seem to be holding on and in place.. sir..
Winston says:
*klord* ENG still free of borders?
CEO_Klord says:
::moves to eng. command console::
CO_Rommie says:
::adjusts setting and vaporizes the "Big chair"::
CMO_Revee says:
::reaches Mizzi and pulls him to cover behind console:::
CEO_Klord says:
*CO* all clear
CSO_Wendy says:
::fires phaser at CO Rommie::
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Warp drive goes offline. Ship slows
Winston says:
*klord* im tranderfing the bridge to you
CO_Rommie says:
::resets setting to stun and fires at Captain winston::
CSO_Wendy says:
::ducks behinds Science console::
Winston says:
:::: transfers command to ENG::::
CEO_Klord says:
*CO*Aye sir::recives command codes::
CTacMizzi says:
::dreams of his wife show him she's in danger...  somewhere far away....   ::
CO_Rommie says:
::ducks phaser fire::
OPS_Sarak says:
::starts to move::
Winston says:
*klord* if you can beam any of us down there do so
TO_Jexta says:
<::Sec Officer Lork shoot a  Romulan on the bridge ::>
Winston says:
:::: begins firing at rommies:::::
CMO_Revee says:
:::notices how crowded it is getting behind the science console::
CO_Rommie says:
::pulls out stun grenade and throws it at the security detail::
TO_Jexta  (PhaserRifle.wav)
TO_Jexta says:
<:: Security Team see the Grenade and shoot at hit while it's still in the air ::>
Winston says:
:::: fires at the romulan holding the grenade:::::
CEO_Klord says:
::*CO*how about I beam some romulans into space?
CSO_Wendy says:
*Klord* Can you get a lock on the Rommie on the bridge and transport him to the brig?
CMO_Revee says:
:::trying to do a diagnostic scan on Mizzi::
OPS_Sarak says:
::taps a few commands lowering the tempature on the bridge to 10 degress Farhneit
Winston says:
*klord* by all means!
TO_Jexta says:
<:: It explode near the Romulan ::>
TO_Jexta says:
:: arrive in RR and hear firing coming from the bridge ::
CO_Rommie says:
::jumps behind an unconscious romulan to avoid phaser fire::
CTacMizzi says:
::feels like his wife is so far away...  gets a picture of her standing on a grey fence....  daylight on oneside..  darkness on the other...  she tries not to fall on either side::
OPS_Sarak says:
::starts to get cold::
CEO_Klord says:
::sets transporters on wide scan and narrows pattern to romulan types makes special exemtion for Sarak and beams about 5 to space::
Winston says:
:::: crawls over to the door to the RR:::::::
CO_Rommie says:
::getting chilly::
CMO_Revee says:
::: shivers with the dropping temperature::
TO_Jexta says:
:: see that the CTac is in pain.. can't stand it.. ::
TO_Jexta says:
:: See Winston come in RR::
OPS_Sarak says:
::sure gald he wore his thermal underwear::
Winston says:
::: sees a romulan looking the other way and shoot him while he isnt looking::::::
CEO_Klord says:
::locks on Winston and beams him to Eng.::
Winston says:
: sees mizzi on the ground::::::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Shoot at a romulan That Winston didn't see ::
Winston says:
:::: sees ENG:::::
CO_Rommie says:
::takes a phaser blast in the back by Winston::
CEO_Klord  (Transp~1.wav)
Host Renee says:
ACTION: All Romulans on the Bridge are either dead or injured
Winston says:
Kord: good work!  lets get warp back up and weapons.
TO_Jexta says:
:: Hears Transpoter Finnaly come online::
OPS_Sarak says:
::returns tempature back to normal::
Winston says:
*sarak* bridge status?
CMO_Revee says:
:: scans Mizzi's scull with medical tricorder::
OPS_Sarak says:
*Sarak*: ah boards are gone
TO_Jexta says:
*Sec Team *: I want a report from all Security Team in 30 minutes.. still stand by just in case..
CEO_Klord says:
CO: sir I believe I got all that were alive
Winston says:
*jexta* status?  Mizzi is out youre in charge.  get rid of those romulans on the ship
CMO_Revee says:
::: uses demal regenerator to repair scull fracture::  :
CSO_Wendy says:
::feels the transporter take effect ... finds herself floating in space... thinks ... .Klord... you idi.......::
CTacMizzi says:
::sees wife walking along the fence... maintaining her balance.....  then she's on a road...  he stands in front of her waving his hands frantically..... but she doesn't see him and walks right through him::
CMO_Revee says:
:: knows there will be one large head ache when he awakes:::
Winston says:
:::: wonders how this all came about:::::::::
TO_Jexta says:
*Winston*: All the Romulan are being beamed of the ship.. i'm waiting for my security team to give me a report on the Casualties.. sir.
CSO_Wendy says:
::floats around in space like so much flotsom... basically dead::
CMO_Revee says:
*Medical Team 3* transport Lt. Mizzi to Sickbay and monitor head injury
OPS_Sarak says:
::notices wendyway not on the bridge and quick beams her to sickbay::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Head toward Tac Console:: CMO: How is he ?
OPS_Sarak  (Transporter.wav)
CEO_Klord says:
::retrieves Wendyway from pattern buffers and rematerializes about two feet above her bed::
Winston says:
*jexta* well done have your teams assist the medical units if possible
TO_Jexta says:
*Winston*: Understood..
Winston says:
:::: goes to tac console and sees if weapons are online:::::
CO_Rommie says:
::is dead::
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Romulan Warbird sends a large weapon torpedo to the planet Bok ... torpedo explodes in the planet's atmosphere, and the planet begins to disintegrate
CMO_Revee says:
:::scans bridge for other injured crew members::
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Huge shock wave begins to form
CEO_Klord says:
::sets corse towards Lionell ::Co: I have the Lionels coordinates
Host Renee says:
ACTION: Warbird and Lionel cloak and warp away
Winston says:
::: mutters some obsenities:::::
OPS_Sarak says:
ALL: Incoming shockwav
Winston says:
::
CMO_Revee says:
::
OPS_Sarak says:
*All hands*: brace for impact
Winston says:
: braces for impact
OPS_Sarak says:
::braces for impact::
CMO_Revee says:
::braces agains science console::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Check  Status from  Bridge Console.. not much to see.. ::
CTacMizzi says:
::in SickBay on a biobed...::
CEO_Klord says:
::checks IDF::
CSO_Wendy says:
::lies on a biobed in sickbay still basically dead::
OPS_Sarak says:
::notices warp just came back on line::
Winston says:
Klord: i hope we can out run that ...... call down your God to help us
OPS_Sarak says:
::Set a course to any at warp 9::
CEO_Klord ::warps out:: (Warp Out.wav)
TO_Jexta says:
:: See that the shock wave is at least 100 kNewton..
OPS_Sarak  (Warp.wav)
Winston says:
:::: franticially trsies to get the Callisto out of here::::
TO_Jexta says:
::
Winston says:
:::::moving the Callisto out at the best possible speed
CSO_Wendy says:
<med tech> Administers hypospray to Wendyway
CEO_Klord ::checks statis of ship:: (Console5.wav)
CTacMizzi says:
::sees his wife walk through him...  ignoring him...  she continues to walk down the road....  oblivious to his existance::
Winston says:
*wendyway* have your people begin helping medteams
CEO_Klord says:
::shakes head at readings::
TO_Jexta says:
:: Clean the bridge of all the Romulan Body with the help of Sec and Med Team and begin to get report from sec Team ::
CTacMizzi says:
::everything fades to black...  his heart sinks...  he knows his wife is in danger::
Winston says:
Klord:   do we have a place for a secondary sickbay?
CMO_Revee says:
::: leaves bridge and heads to sickbay, leaving two members of medical team to check for additional injured::
TO_Jexta says:
*Winston*: You can use the Mainbridge now sir..
CEO_Klord says:
CO: we can set up in cargo bay two
CSO_Wendy says:
::still being revived in sickbay... misses the captain's order completely::
Winston says:
*jexta* understood  ill transer ommadn now
CEO_Klord says:
::sees reports of Wendyway in sickbay and smashes fist on console::
Host Renee says:
<><><><> Pause Callisto Mission <><><><>
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